Primitive Polka Dot Mouse

Supply List
Small amount of Felt for mouse ¼ of a yard
Small black bead eyes ( Hobby Lobby or Walmart)
4 Flat head nails
Red, Black and White floss or Aunt Lydia Thread
White Paint
Small scrap of material for bow
Small piece of trim or ribbon for neck
Small Dobber (Hobby Lobby or Walmart)
Small Stencil Brush (Hobby Lobby or Walmart)
Craft Glue like tacky glue or Glue gun
Stuffin

Primitive Mouse With Spots
Prim Felt Mouse about 7” tall
Hello! So glad to be able to offer you a free pattern to this little gal as my gift to you!
This gal is to put with your prim items. If you want her to sit on her own I have
included a body to have a flat bottom and you can just stitch bottom closed or you
can do a boxed bottom. You may blow up this pattern to make bigger mice and you
may share this pattern with all your friends. You may wholesale this pattern, please
use own picture of your work. I ask that you give credit to Red Dirt Primitives for the
pattern when you make it even if you blow it up to make bigger mice. IEnjoy!
Mouse Body
*Trace mouse onto double gray felt. I use a black marker to do so that way you see
your lines
*Sew all the way around body with no opening for turning or you may want to leave
a opening in the side if you like to stuff her
*If you are doing the flat bottom body then just leave bottom open or you and sew
all the way around and box the bottom
*Cut small slit through one layer and turn for round mouse or stitch bottom closed
for other mouse
*Stuff ears lightly, now hand stitch or machine stitch along ear line on each side so
we close the ears off from the rest of the body
*Now stuff rest of body firmly and stitch opening closed
*You may stain mouse at this time if you like
Face
*Now take and stitch on your nose with red thread or floss
*Stitch on mouth
*Now take a very small dry stencil brush and dip it in white paint, take a wipe as much
of it on to a paper towel. We don’t want a lot of paint on our brush
*Now where your eyes will go make two small circles with it but make sure not to get
the paint on your nose and let dry just a sec
*Now take two small half round beads I call them and put just a dab of hot glue or
craft glue on the flat side and stick them in center of white circles, let dry if you did
craft glue. It is almost like a bead cut in half with a flat side and the round side. I get
these at Hobby Lobby in a bag of several but I am sorry I forgot what they are called
and I have opened all of mine lol. Get the smallest ones they have about ¼” wide but
not much bigger

*Now take some heave crochet thread like Aunt Lydias in white and make you some
whiskers, how I did this was just threaded my needle with one strand of thread, ran it
through one side to desired length and cut leaving plenty of thread on both sides
because we are going to tie them together later
*Then I did the same right under that for the second set of whiskers and cut your
excess thread, now take and tie each side together that is where you see the knot on
each side of the nose because I tied my two together, that is why you need to leave
plenty of thread on both sides because you will be pulling thread from the other side
just a bit when you tie the first side, then you can tie second side tighter because you
will have that knot on the other side, then clip off excess thread
Bow and Dots
*Now take a dobber a small dry dobber, you can get this at hobby lobby, use the
smallest one
*Dip it in paint and stain putting dots all over your mouse and let dry
*Now stain a piece of material and make a head band and tie in a bow then go back
and glue or stitch band in place to secure
*If you would like put a small piece of ribbon around neck and tack in place
Arms and legs
*These are made out of flat rail head nails. I bought these on like don’t know where
you can get them cause I got them off a selling group. If you don’t have those you
can use flat nails or anything
*I hot glued mine in place to each side of body. Then I went back and stitched in
place going around the top of each nail several times looping it to the body
*Now blush her cheeks and she is done!
I hope you enjoyed this free pattern! Please make sure to stop by my website and
Red Dirt Primitives page on fb. More free patterns to come. Have a blessed day!

This pattern is intended for fun or profit. You may sell your finished items at
shows, your website, etsy and ebay. No Mass Producing of this product
without permission which just means no selling to china or things of that
nature. Finished dolls cannot be sold or advertised in National
Magazines. Please give credit for the pattern to Red Dirt Primitives.
Please don’t make copies of this pattern to resell I sell wholesale of my
patterns if you are interested. Please do not change this pattern and call
it your own that is why I am giving you permission to blow it up. You may
enlarge or reduce this pattern. Make it your own but keep me listed as
the designer please even if you add those things. I love to see pictures of
your work so post to my Red Dir Primitives time line if you like! I
appreciate your business. Any questions please contact me and I will be
glad to help!
Red Dirt Primitives
P.O. Box 73
Woodward, OK 73802
Email me at: riggweld@coxinet.net
Visit me at: www.reddirtprimitives.com
www.patternmart.com
facebook: Red Dirt Primitives
etsy: Red Dirt Primitives
ebay: rdprims4
I CAN DO ALL THINGS THROUGH CHRIST WHO STRENGTHENS
ME
PHILIPPIANS 4:13

